The Master of Education positions you to be a thought leader. Step beyond where you are now. Think deeply as you connect with research excellence and transform how you practice.

A Master of Education at AeU is different. It connects research and practice to make you a stronger thinker, an engaged practitioner and an advanced specialist.

The programme addresses the professional learning needs of educators, educational administrators, managers, policy makers and others interested or involved in learning and education or educational work in the wider community, and who may be based either locally or internationally.

It offers a general stream in which you choose your specializations that indicate a particular area of focus. The programme builds your learning through broadening your knowledge of key learning constructs, deepens your professional learning in specialist areas and advances your capacity as a professional inquirer.

With AeU, you will experience an exciting and challenging learning journey grounded in sound educational fundamentals. The journey traverses elements of the real and virtual dimensions of learning. Our School of Education & Cognitive Science will inspire you to commit to a vocation that is enriching, empowering and enlightening.

You can choose to specialize in the following areas:

- Early Childhood Education
- Education Psychology
- Educational Management
- Science Education
- Instructional Technology
- Nursing Education
- Higher Education Teaching
- Educational Assessment & Evaluation
- Teaching English as a Second Language

AeU’s MEd Student : Terry Faiz Kenneth Broogham